Week ending:15.10.2021
Classes
FCQ
FCC

Name

Reason

1GC

Oscar Y

For fantastic learning about science this week. We have been exploring Autumn.
Oscar has shown a super understanding of how the weather changes and the
length of the day varies during this season.

Jigsaw – Ava
W
1AW

Louie
Jigsaw – Orla

2HC

Leo

Jigsaw -Taya
2MA

Natalia

Bertie
3SH

For working so hard on our ‘Being Me in Our World’ topic this half term. She has
shown a super attitude to her learning.
For continued hard work this half term. For 100% effort, enthusiasm and work.
For having a mature attitude to our learning in Jigsaw. Listening carefully,
focusing her mind and giving good thought to everything she does.
For producing some super independent work in Topic! Leo was a fantastic
detective this morning when we were identifying sources of evidence.
For having a great understanding of our learning charter and what helps us
learn.
For writing a super letter to the Fairy Queen in RWI this week. She had super
ideas and used the punctuation brilliantly. I am also impressed with how much
her spelling scores have improved due to her hard work.

Naomi

Bertie has a super understanding of how our actions in the classroom affect
other people and the consequences of different actions.
Naomi puts 100% effort into everything that she does which is so lovely to see.
She takes real pride in her work and is always eager to do her best. Well done
Naomi!

Jose

Jose is a fantastic friend to everyone in our class. He always follows the learning

charter and makes sure that everyone in the class is feeling happy and
appreciated.

3RM
Adam

Adam had a brilliant can-do attitude when he returned to school. He wasn’t
fazed by the fact others had completed more planning for their story, instead he
worked hard and produced a lovely piece of work.

Kacper
For being a great friend to others and always having a smile on his face.
Angus
Angus produced two detailed Wanted Posters about Boudicca. He made one
from the Roman’s point of view and one from the Celtic point of view. The
writing and pictures were amazing.

4LP

Julian
4NM

Julian is always kind and thoughtful to others.

Sterling
Jigsaw friend – always being there to help, thinking ahead about what needs to
be done and being an all-round help to the class

5NW

Katie

Gold Book for impressive turn around in attitude and positive attitude to getting
work done and focusing

George

George is in for making huge improvements with his writing. The difference is
unbelievable, the pride he now demonstrates in his work is impressive-well
done keep up this amazing effort!

Jigsaw FriendLuke
5DP

Lewis

6SE

Harry

6WW

Zachary

Luke worked well with our little friends on our whole school Jigsaw Charter. He
was kind, patient and a great role model-well done!
For being a sponge of knowledge and an enthusiastic learner! For reaching for
the stars and always trying his best. For beautiful presentation, no matter what
lesson. Lewis always takes pride in his work.
Harry showed some incredible skill during Tag Rugby being able to dodge
defenders and score a try. He played fairly and showed great sportsmanship.
Zachary worked hard to express the perimeter of our composite shapes as an
algebraic equation. Well done Zachary this was tricky! For your consistent focus
in math’s work Zachary well done.

